How to Cut & Sew

OLSON MASKS:
Step 1

Cheek Unit

Outer Face Unit

Step 2

Mouth Unit

Curved Edge of
Face Unit

wrong sides out

Strips

Placing right sides of face unit together,
matching curved edge to curved edge.
Sew only around curved edge. Set aside.

Cut 2 of each shape, giving 6 mask pieces
and 2 strips.

Step 3

Curved Edge of
Mouth Unit

Lay the 2 mouth units on top of
each other, right sides together,
matching curved edge to curved
edge, and straight edge
to straight edge.

Step 4

Step 5

Fold wrong sides
together and press
scant 1/4"...

Fold in 1/4"
and stitch.
...then stitch down.

Lay your mouthpiece open and fold
the straight edges over about ¼"
and sew each side. Then set aside.

On your cheek pieces, take your
larger straight edge, fold over
¼" and sew. Then set aside.

Sew only around the curved edge.
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How to Sew OLSON MASKS: continued

Step 6

Step 7

overlaps to create
pocket here

Place the Outer face unit in front of you, right
side up. Lay the mouth unit on top, right sides
down, matching the center seams. Pin both
layers together at the top and bottom.

Now, lay the cheek unit on either side, also right side
down. You will want to line up the outer corners and
pin around the edges. Note that the finished edge of
the cheek unit will be overlapping the finished edges
of the mouth unit section, creating the pocket. Sew ¼"
seam around the outside edge of the mask.

Step 8

Step 9

Turn the mask right side out through one
of the mouth unit/cheek unit openings.
Use only 1 opening.

Fold each strip piece in half lengthwise with wrong
sides together. Open each strip and fold the raw
edges in to the fold, pressing as you go. Sew down
each strip approx. 1/8" from the double folded edge.
Fold short edges over the ties/elastic and stitch
down that short edge as shown.

Sew around the entire perimeter of the mask.

*Please note that the CDC does not consider homemade masks personal protective equipment (PPE) and will only be used by
professionals as mask covers or when no other alternative is available.
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